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I. Use: 

This sealer is suitable for sealing all kinds of plastic films and for making bags. It can be 
widely used in fields of food, medicine, cosmetisc, daily use and vegetable seeds etc.. It is 
the best sealing equipment for packaging in factories and shops. 

II. Functions & Features: 

This sealer, adopting the constant temperature control equipment and stepless speed 
adjusting transmission set, can seal and all kinds of plastic film bags and can equipped 
with all kinds of packing assembly line. The sealing length is unlimited; it has the 
characters of efficient continuous sealing, reliable sealing quality, proper structures and 
convenient operation. 
 

III. Structures & Working Theory:  

This machine is made up of the frame, the speed regulator, sealing temperature control 
system, transmission and conveying system and printing set etc.. 
 
After putting through the power supply, electrothermal elements produce heat that rapidly 
raise the temperature of both upper and lower heat blocks. And use the temperature 
controller and speed regulator to adjust the temperature that needed, the plastic packing 
bag is transmitted by conveying belt, and its sealing part will be conveyed into the middle 
of two working sealing belts, then it is clamped by the two sealing belt and conveyed into 
the heating area, sealing belt is pressed by two heating blocks and impressing wheels 
there, which could make the plastic film fuse and stick together, then it is conveyed into the 
cooling area to be cooled, and also pressed by printing wheel, which can press stripe, 
netted pattern and as well as colored label that needed on the sealing part. 
 
The driving part of the sealer is made up of a sealing belt, guiding belt and a conveyor belt, 
band they are working and intermitted synchronously. 
 

IV. Main specification. 

          

Model 
Name 

FRSC-1010 Color Ribbon Printing & Air Suction Band sealer 

Voltage AC  220V/50HZ;  110V/60HZ 

Driving motor power 60W 

Sealing power 300W X 2 
Air suction pump motor 
power 

1200W 

Air flushing pump 
motor power 

180W (used in air flushing band sealer) 



Printer heating power 100W 

Sealing speed 0~12 m/min 

Sealing width 8mm, 10mm 

Temperature range 0~300℃ 

Height from sealing 
center to conveyor 

10~40mm (adjustable) 

Conveyor size 884 X 225 (mm) 

Max. single conveyor 
loading 

1 kg 

Max. overall conveyor 
loading 

3 kgs 

Dimension(LXWXH) 940 X 540 X 1325 (mm) 

 

V. Using way: 

 1. Names of main components:  

  
  1. truckle  2. frame  3. air pump  4. Air suction pipe   5. handle  6. lock bolt              

7. lock handle  8. conveyor  9. bearing seat   10. driving roller  11. conveying belt       
12. guiding wheel  13. guiding belt    14. color ribbon printing mechanism               
15. rubber wheel   16. embossing wheel   17. driving belt wheel   18. copper guiding 
board    19. Clearance adjusting nut    20. Pressing wheel    21. pressure adjusting nut    
22. sealing belt    23. cleaning device    24. suction assembly    25. driven belt wheel   
26. adjusting black     27. spring seat    28. feeding opening  29. adjusting bolt        
30. roller shaft   31. adjusting double-screw bolt   32.adjusting handle    33. driving 
sprocket   34. driving sprocket shaft    35. bearing seat    36. fixing plate    37. tightener 
sprocket   38. switch seat    39. sprocket shaft    40. tightener sprocket shaft   41. 
tightener sprocket II    42. shaft    43. fixing plate    44. bearing sliding block   45. 
bearing    46. unilateral bearing   47. driving sprocket    48. driving shaft   49. lift guiding 
pole  50. lift guiding cover   51. lock handle   52. bearing seat    53. lift nut    54. lift 
screw 55. lift handle   56. tightener sprocket spring    57. reducer motor sprocket   58. 
reducer motor   59. washer 60. frame connecting board   61. bracket    62. guiding pole 
connecting board 
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(Picture I) 

2. Control panel  



 

(Picture 2) 

3. Prepare for working: 

(1) This machine is equipped with three crust grounded socket, and make sure that it is well 
connected for safe producing. 

(2) Due to the first use or too long intermission, the electronic heating elements will be 
dampened, several minutes’ low-temperature preheating is needed before the normal 
operation. 

(3) Adjusting the conveyor table’s height and position, making it suitable for the overall size 
and the angle of the bag that to be sealed. 

(4) According to the size from sealing line to bag top, regulate the position of feed opening. 
(5) According to the material and thickness that being sealed, regulate the clearance 

between both heating and cooling blocks. 
(6) The transverse adjustment of conveyor table, loosen two tightening nuts at two sides of 

the conveyor, and tightening it after outward moving the conveyor table.    
 

4. Starting work operation 

(1) Putting through the power, the indicating light flashes, and adjusts the 
speed-regulating knob, all conveying parts will work synchronously. 

(2) Micro-adjusting the pattern printing wheel knob, and make that wheel swivel, then 
adjust it to a proper pressure. 

(3) Once turn the heating knob on, the green light of the electronic temperature controller 
will flash. According to the material and the thickness of the packing bag, and adjust 
the temperature controller to the temperature that needed, then set the position of 
heating knob. Turning the machine on and let it work at a low-speed when the heating 
block and ink-wheel heating block are preheating. 

(4)  According to the material and thickness that being sealed, and decide whether to 
turn on the fan to be cooled.  

(5) Leveling the sealing sides of the packing bag, lining with the regulator the conveying 
inward (to the feed opening), when it is gripped by the sealing belt, it can move 
forward automatically. At that moment, please do not push it in or pull it out by force, 
otherwise irregular sealing or breakdown will happen. 



(6) When the sealing belt or the heating block seems dirty, you’d better stop the sealer 
and clear it. 

(7) Ways of exchanging the sealing belt and adjustment: 
1) After the heating block has cooled, lift the knobs of heating and cooling blocks, 

printing wheel and impressing wheel’ spring, lifting each part and removing guide 
belt.  

2) Moving the driven wheel’s base (adjusting block) toward heating block, and 
remove the sealing belt.  

3) Exchanging a new sealing and installing a guide belt.  
4) Putting the driven wheel, heating and cooling blocks to the original position.  
5) Putting through the power supply and testing the machine, if irregular sealing 

appears on the belt, we can make an adjustment through adjusting bolts on the 
bracket of the driven wheel. 

6) Covering the safety down, the machine can work continuously after being heated. 
 

VI.  Explanation for Color Ribbon Coding Mechanism 

1. main specification: 

Speed: 10~100 times /min. (stepless adjustable) 
Printing area: two lines Max. 8 X 35 (mm), can fixing 30 letters or so. 
Letters: number, Chinese or English words. 
Color ribbon: Standard width is 35mm, and 100m long, standard core isФ25.4mm, 
different colors are available 
Power: AC 220V/50HZ, 150W 
Motor: reducer motor 15W, 220V; output rotate speed 140r/min. 

2. Using way (See picture 3) 

A. Ribbon setup 
Pull out the ribbon feed wheel (7) with slight force, disassemble its nut, external coil 

and ribbon paper core; replace with new ribbon, setup external coil and nut, then install 
the whole wheel back to the axle, and push it inside. 

 
Reel ribbon on wheel and rollers according to structure draft. At lost use a sticker to 
adhere ribbon end on the paper core of ribbon collect wheel. When installation, please 
make sure that make ribbon’s ink side against roller and axle center. Furthermore, 
when ribbon cross between the step move wheel and press wheel, should move 
upward the handle (4) to make the press wheel slightly off the step move wheel. 
Release the handle after ribbon cross, and press wheel would automatic reset. 
 

B. Change of hot stamp ribbon width 
Change the ribbon and adjust the two end-plate of ribbon roller, make the distance 
between two plates is 1mm wider than ribbon width. 
 



C. Adjustment of connection pole 
According to the thickness of printed objects, adjust length of connection pole (8). First 
release two nut of connection pole, because one thread of pole is clockwise, another is 
anticlockwise, so just rotate bolt to adjust length of connection pole. Correct length of 
pole should guarantee the type height should be 1.5~2mm lower than top of printed 
object, when print head is at the lowest position.  
Please note that the length of connection pole would affect print pressure. If pressure is 
too high, the ribbon might break or printed materials are damaged; if pressure were too 
low, the printed characters would be illegible. So operator should pay great attention to 
adjustment of pole length. 
 
 

．Structural drawing：（Picture 3） 

 

(Fig 3) 



1.Bottom base, 2.Pull spring, 3.Swing arm, 4.Handle, 5.Convey belt, 6.Ribbon collect wheel, 
7.Ribbon feed wheel, 8.Adjusting assembly 9.Excentric wheel, 10.Connection pole, 11.Pring 
of tension wheel, 12.Stop pole, 13.Limit wheel, 14.Sensor block, 15.Microswitch, 16.Support 
bracket, 17.Stepmove spring 18.Stepmove swing arm wheel, 19.Bolt of step-move pull arm, 
20. Step-move arm 21.Bolt of step adjust, 22.Heat-separate block, 23.Heater tube, 24.Heat 
block, 25.Handle of type base, 26.Print head, 27.Baffle plate, 28.Type, 29.Stepmove wheel, 
30.Ribbon wheel 

 
D.  Adjustment of ribbon step distance 

Each time the print head (25) reciprocate, the pull arm (19), swing arm of step-move 
wheel (17) and one direction move devices will make the step-move wheel turn an angle, 
so drive ribbon move a distance, which is just called step distance. If step distance is too 
big, ribbon will be consumed fast; step distance is too small, printing characters will be 
illegible. The best step distance should be 1mm longer than height of characters. 
 
To adjust step distance of ribbon, loose the butterfly-shaped nut of adjust bolt (20), 
upward move to reduce step distance, downward move to increase step distance. After 
adjustment, tighten the butterfly-shaped nut. 
 

E.  Adjustment of temperature:  
Clockwise rotate the knob of temperature to raise the temperature, anticlockwise rotate 
to low down it. 
Preheat time of machine is 15~20 minutes. 

 
F.  Lock-and-follow control:  

The operation of color ribbon mechanism is controlled by photoelectric sensor. 
 

G. Type replacement 
Slightly move the handle of print head inside (1.5~2mm), meanwhile rotate handle in 
90~180 degree centigrade, loose loop to take out print head. Loose the fixing bolt to 
replace type. Please note not to knock type, or they might be damaged. 

 
H. Printing 

After above adjustment, you could start formal coding. The control way of printing can be 
selected by operator. This machine should better be used to print on single sheet. Adjust 
the locating strip on baseboard according to objects’ size. 

 
I. Cleanness  

Timely clean ribbon feed wheel and press wheel and guide pole with aether or alcohol, in 
order to avoid ribbon stick to them or too slide.( every three days or once a week, depends 
on the working surrounding  

 



VII. Figures of Electrical Theory 

 

1. Electrical Theory of color ribbon printing & air suction band sealer 

 
QF—air switch  K1—power switch   K2---fan switch    K3---Heat sealing switch   K5—printing switch    

K4—air suction switch    L—thermocouple    A—adjustable AC current    W—adjusting potentiometer   

M—shift motor    Ma---AC fan motor         M1---suction pump    B—print control board   

Th---temperature controller  R—heating tube   C---capacitor  

 
 

2. Wiring connecting diagram of color ribbon printing & air suction band sealer 

 
  QF—air switch  K1—power switch   K2---fan switch    K3---Heat sealing switch   K5—printing 

switch    K4—air suction switch    L—thermocouple Ma---AC fan motor     M1---suction pump  

Th---temperature controller   C---capacitor   M—shift motor 

  W—adjusting potentiometer       R—heating tube    A—adjustable AC power socket  
 
3. Wiring connecting diagram of color ribbon printing mechanism. 



 
K5—printing switch   W1—micro-adjust potentiometer   W2—macro-adjust potentiometer   

Q1---photoelectric switch    Q2---sensor switch    A—main control circuit board   B—sub-control 

circuit board    C—heating circuit board    R—heating tube   M---AC motor     M3---temperature 

regulator  

 

VIII. Trouble Shooting of Ink-Roller &Printing System  

4.    Trouble shooting: 

No Trouble Reason Solution 
 
 
 
1 

 
 
There is emboss 
shape on 
objects, but no 
color 

a. Insufficient preheat 
b. Ribbon sides are faulty 

installed 
c. Too low temperature 
d. Heater tube damaged 
e. Ribbon deteriorate 
f. Too high temperature 

a. Preheat machine over 1
minutes 

b. Install according to 
machine manual 

c. Raise temperature 
d. Replace heater tube 
e. Replace ribbon 
f. Reduce temperature 

2 No emboss Connection pole is too 
short 

Adjust double head bolt 
according to manual 

 
 
 
 
 
3 

 
 
 
 
 
Printing not clear 

a. Insufficient preheat 
b. Heat temperature too 

low 
c. Move step of ribbon is 

too short 
d. Insufficient print 

pressure 
e. Ribbon not move 
f. Ribbon dipped water, oil 

or deteriorate 
g. Too high temperature 

a. Preheat more time 
b. Raise temperature 
c. Adjust move step of ribbon 
d. Adjust double head screw 

according to manual 
e. Replace one direction 

bearing of step move wheel 
or adjust ribbon tension 
force 

f. Replace ribbon 
g. Decrease temperature 

 

4 
Ribbon melt off Too high temperature Decrease temperature 

 
 
 
5 

 
Print colo

darkness  
and emboss  
deepness is 
unpopular,  

a. Height of type has big 
difference 

b. Bottom surface of print 
head is not parallel with 
bottom base 

c. Types are not installed 
well 

 
a. Select, repair or replace 

types 
b. Check and adjust 
c. Re-install types and press 

tightly 

 
 

 
 

a. Guiding poles 
transformed, not 

 
 



 
6 

 
Ribbon  
Move off-line 

parallel 
b. Guiding belt stop 

ring is not in correct 
position 

c. Ribbon press wheel 
not well contact step 
move wheel 

a. Check, adjust and reinstall 
b. Check and adjust 
c. Adjust pressure of spring 

 
 
7 

Top head of  
Connecting pole 
cannot stop in 
the position 
before top stop 
point 

a. Close switch and 
sensor block isn’t in 
right position 

b. Close switch damaged 

a. Adjust the positions of 
close switch and sensor 
block on eccentric wheel 

b. Replacement 

8 Print head often 
jammed 

a. Connection pole is too 
long 

b. Bottom rubber plate 
ageing 

a. Adjust to shorten 
connection pole 

b. Replacement 
 



 


